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Que:1
(a) Give difference between energy level scheme of atom and molecules. Obtain (7)

Hemiltonian of nuclear and orbital motions.
OR

(a) Obtain effective potential due to nuclear and electron motion of diatomic molecule
and discuss its potential energy curve.

(b) Two atoms of different mass are rotating with constant radius and about an (6)
axis at centre of mass. obtain its energy eigen varue equation using

suitable schrodinger's equation. why fot.rti"l energy is zero herel
OR

(b) Write wave number function of Anharmonic Oscillator. Obtain its first and
second difference. Which part of spectral line it represents which was not
shown in Harmonic oscillator?

Que:2
(a) What is Raman displacement? Discuss experimental arrangement for (6)

Raman Spectra.

OR
(a)Define rsotopic Morecure. Exprain Isotopic Dispracement.

(b)If molecule is polarized by impact of visible or ultraviolate light then (6)
obtain the equation of its vibration and rotational polarisability and
induced dipote moment.

OR
_ (b) Explain mechanism ofphosphorescentEmission.
Que:3

(a) Show that the velocity of the longitudinal wave in the [ll1] direction of cubic

is given 6, | !G'i*2"" * +"0)f''' 
.'l Lt-L I (8)

OR
(a) Discuss in detail on heat capacity of the electron gas.
(b) Define bulk modulus and compressibility.

(b) Describe the effect or?*o""uture on Fermi-Dirac distributions function.
Que:4

(a) Explain condition for statistical equilibrium.
OR

(a) Discuss in detail symmetry of wave functions.
(b) Define ensembles in quantum mechanics.-oR
(b) Derive quantum distribution function in case of B-E and F-D statistics.
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1' When moment of inertia and velocify of light equals to the plank constant then
what will be the value of Rotational constant?

2. which type of oscilator is associated with fundamentar band?3. Which type of spectra is associated with 7e1s g2p.
4. Energy of vibrating molecule is 4.I4 x 10-ra 

"rg. 
bono*rt this etrerry in ev.5' Rayleigh line is observed when photon interacts with the molecule. which type of

collision is this?
6. The frequency of fluorescence lines is at most equar to which right?
1. Write a definition of strain.
8. What is degeneracy?
9. Give one example of BOSON.
10. what is occupation number in case of F-D statistics?


